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Pots excavated from burial pit or floor of house

Most of Jomon Pots is deep vessel used for 
cooking. But there are some shallow dishes, 
vessels with spout, high cups, and strange 
form such as having a face and two mouths. 
Their feature is rare and elaborated. They did 
not exist anytime and appeared at the time 
of population growth. Therefore, they are 
item corresponding to the social complexity.

 Variety and rarity of the variation of the form

 Operation of the symbols in the Jomon Pots

Standard assemblege of refined Pots
Nishinoyato(Yokohama) 2000calBC

Most elabolated Spouted pots 
L:Shiizuka(Ibaraki)   R:Naganumacho12(Hokkaido) 2000-1500calBC

Deep pot on the head in deserted house
Ariyoshikita(Chiba) 2800calBC

Spouted pot in burial pit
Sannozuka(Kanagawa) 2000calBC

lamp-shaped pot and stone tools in
burned house, Anaba(Nagano) 3000calBC

Stone club

Stone mill

Stone bowl

pole pit →

lamp-shaped pot Some of Jomon Pots is used to grave goods 
and cover the corpse. In addition, put in the 
floor of the deserted house. These show that 
these vessel was used for ritual. These 
phenomena were not seen anytime, too and 
appeared depending on social complexity 
such as the population growth.In addition, it 
is important that such a courtesy was often 
held in an deserted house in thinking about 
the symbolism of the house.

Spout with scrotum

female genitalia

There is symbolic expression in Jomon Pots. 
For example, face same as the thing of the 
clay figurine (Dogu), spout that means 
penis. Two including the man and woman 
did not coexist and, only in the case of one, 
might be destroyed.

Two contrastive vessels put together in the 
deserted house. For example, red / black, 
bigger / smaller, carved motif / relief motif, 
normal / reverse.

Pot with Face and Snake
Nishiharaotsuka(Saitama) 3000calBC

Plucked head and cut face
Tsurumakiuenokubo(Kanagawa)

Sexial symbols in one pot (cf. 渡辺 1980)
Tamashimizu(Aomori) 1200calBC 

Cut Spout  
Fukuda(Ibaragi)  1200calBC

Large, Red, Patterned,Nomal / Small, Black , Null, Reversed
Nukazuka (Gifu ) 3800calBC

Reliefed / Carved lump-shaped pots
Minamiohara (Yamanashi)  2800calBC

Claywares with two hole and pedestal excaveted in large house
Kasori (Chiba)  1500calBC

prod

cord mark

Spouted, Black, 3×4 patterns/holed,Red, 2×3 patterns 
Yagi-B (Hokkaido)  1500calBC (cf. 阿部 2015)

×
Coexistence Invalidate Combination

 I interpreted these as operation to change it from an unstable state: “Liminality*” 
into a stable (neutralized ) state.Existence of a variety of binary opposition is known 
in Jomon period( 小林 1993, 谷口 2006),  but It is important that symbolic use of  pots 
in a variety of ways.
*This term was used as a time concept  by Turner, but  I use it without limiting it at time.
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burned floor

hearth

Oxidized black,Small parallel lines lacquered red, Small relief 


